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Wet Arches® 140# cold press 
paper on the back and the front.  
Wetting both sides keeps the 
paper wet longer and helps the 
paper remain flat.  Start with soft 
colors that move very little on wet 
paper, such as quinacridone coral 
and quinacridone gold, and paint 
negatively around your drawing 
(page 18).  Do not paint any of the 
positive shapes.  As you apply the 
cobalt blue, start to design your 
“path of dark.”  Select three areas, 
place a stencil over each area 
and spray with iridescent color.  
If you prefer, you can color sand 
into these areas instead of using 
iridescent paint.
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The key to success in this painting 
is designing this path of dark on 
dry paper.  Mix a dark, such as 
quinacridone gold and Antwerp 
blue with a little purple added 
to gray it down to begin your 
design.  It is critical that this path 
has soft edges that melt into the 
background.  Paint negatively 
around your image allowing some 
parts of the image to remain 
outside this path.  Try to transition 
from this gray-green to the color 
of the original underpainting.  It is 
difficult to achieve a perfect lost 
edge and adding table salt will 
help create this transition.  While 
the paper is still wet, you can 
paint soft out-of-focus images of 
leaves.
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Petunias • KK#094

On dry paper, keep the shapes light in your path of dark and keep your shapes 
dark in the light areas.  This reversal will give your painting a semi-abstract look.  
Add dark shadow shapes at the end to create more depth.
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Petunias have a lacy quality that is fun to interpret 
with watercolor.


